HIF-dependent induction of apical CD55 coordinates epithelial clearance of neutrophils.
Sites of inflammation are associated with dramatic shifts in tissue metabolism. Inflammation can result in significant tissue hypoxia, with resultant induction of hypoxia-responsive genes. Given this association, we hypothesized that neutrophil (PMN) ligands expressed on epithelial cells may be regulated by hypoxia. Initial studies confirmed earlier results that epithelial hypoxia enhances PMN transepithelial migration and promotes apical clearance of PMN from the epithelial surface. A screen of known PMN ligands revealed a surprisingly stable expression pattern in hypoxia. However, this screen identified one gene, CD55, as a highly hypoxia-inducible molecule expressed on the apical membrane of mucosal epithelia. Subsequent studies verified the induction of CD55 mRNA and protein expression by hypoxia. Overexpression of CD55 by transfection in nonhypoxic epithelia resulted in a similar pattern of apical PMN clearance, and peptide mimetics corresponding to the PMN binding site on DAF blocked such apical clearance of PMN. Studies directed at understanding molecular pathways of hypoxia inducibility revealed that a approximately 200 bp region of the CD55 gene conferred hypoxia inducibility for CD55. These studies identified a functional binding site for the transcriptional regulator hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF). Taken together, these results identify HIF-dependent induction of epithelial CD55 in the resolution of ongoing inflammation through clearance of apical PMN.